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4 women between 20 and 30 years old, who are sisters and friends,

joined in the project with a common value :

 LIVING IN NATURE ! 

Coming from different backgrounds and regions, we have been able

to make it a strength to offer you, in the heart of the Alpes Mancelles

area, near the Sarthe.  

Our first goal is to bring this residence back to life, by combining a

hotel, a restaurant and a wellness area.

The second is to cook local products in a gourmet way for our

customers.

The third is to dare to start entrepreneurship when we are young.

Presentation
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A Natural heritage site by Natura 2000, located in the Sarthe,

between the Orne and the Mayenne, the domain is mixing forest as

far as the eye can see and outdoor activities, for the enjoyment of

young and old alike.

Wellness treatments, horseback riding, adventure park, local products’

shop, climbing, permaculture garden open to the public and other

activities await you to make the most of your stay.

Our philosophy is to make you experience an unforgettable moment in

a haven of peace, combining serenity, well-being and responsible

cuisine.

Our Philosophy
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Dorine, a pastry chef by training and cook, will treat you to a meal

with vegetable starters and desserts that will make you come back for

sure!

Victoire, a passionate chef, will surprise you with her simple but

refined dishes, with a subtle touch of spices and herbs from the

garden that will take you on a journey.

Zoé & Léa, in the dining room, will welcome you in a warm

atmosphere in order to take advantage of this place that we want to

be a friendly nest.

Our menus change every week (dishes between €15 and €21).

At the restaurant
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Escape to our house furnished for your comfort in a chic and

bohemian spirit.

It consists of 6 bedrooms

(3 double bedrooms and 3 family bedrooms) as well as a cottage for 7

people.

Small detail :

The rooms are named after the flowers or aromatic plants that can be

found in our garden throughout the season.

At the hotel
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At the hotel

We welcome you in three spacious double rooms with a king

size bed, minimalist decoration and stunning views highlighting

the surrounding nature.

Pensée, Bleuet, Camomille

From 95€ including taxes 11





At the Hotel

We have two family suites (4 people) with adjustable beds

according to your wishes. Each of them is composed of two

separate rooms with common areas.

Hysope, Lavande 

From 145€ Including taxes 13



At the hotel

The apartment

We have two family suites (4 people) with adjustable beds

according to your wishes. Each of them is composed of two

separate rooms with common areas.

Reine des prés

From 165€ Including taxes 14



From 4 to 7 people

Small character house, adjoining the estate with private entrance.

You will find a bathroom and fully equipped kitchen, a living room with a

double bed, a double bedroom, a modular "dormitory" bedroom.

Ideal for groups of friends or large families who wish to be independent,

while having the possibility of eating out.

The Cottage

From 100€ including taxes 15





Fancy a wellness break? Take advantage of your stay at La Maison du

Gasseau to be taken care of by our relaxation professionals in a warm

atmosphere created for you. 

Treatments offered by our practitioners :

- Well-being massage 50 min (whole body with oil, improves

energy circulation) 65€

-Back and head massage 30 min (focused on stress-related problems)

45€

-Plantar reflexology 40 min (promotes breathing and digestion) 50€

All our treatments take place in our wellness room located in the

estate.

Wellness area
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Therapists

 

Corinne                Sonia               Véronique
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Area : SARTHE

Around the Gasseau area: hikes, Swincar rides, canoeing,

kayaking, horse riding.

Saint-Léonard-des-Bois: animal park, Mont Narbonne and Haut

Fourché.

Bourg le Roi (19km): fortified village, animal park, Beauvais lace-

making point museum.

Fresnay sur Sarthe (15km) : French favorite village 2021, garden

castle, Headdress museum, boat trip, antiques.

Neuchâtel in Saosnois (29km): Perseigne forest.
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Area : ORNE

Saint-Céneri-le-Gérei (5km): ranked among the most beautiful villages

in France, gardens of the Mansonnière, goat farm.

Alençon (18km): basilica (from the 16th century), lace museum, cultural

tourism around the parents of Saint Thérèse.

Bagnoles de l'Orne (42km): spa resort, seaside architecture, forest,

Manoir de Durcet and its cider production (shop), casino.

Le Pin National Stud (65km).

Carrouges (35km): Brick castle (first building from Renaissance

architecture in Normandy).
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Area : MAYENNE

Sainte Suzanne (45km): Fortified village on a rocky outcrop, antique

dealer shops.

Pré en Pail (18km): walking and cycling path in nature, belvedere of

Mont des Avaloirs (highest point in the west part of France).

Saint Pierre des Nids (3km): Les Toyères site (belvedere on the banks of

the Sarthe river), accessible on foot by a manual mecanic ferry.
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We are proud to support our local producers and our winegrowers

who work hard on a daily basis, in order to improve the world of

tomorrow on our scale, by offering you organic seasonal vegetables

and wines that respect the environment.

We also share these values in the decoration of our home. We like to

hunt, reuse, refurbish our furniture to give them a second life.

Our values
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This lively place in the middle of nature allows you to become aware

of the diversity of the surrounding fauna and flora.

Purchasing policy:

We verify the provenance of our products.

For the maintenance and cleaning of our surfaces, we supply

ourselves with ecological and rechargeable cleaning products in

order to minimize the impact of packaging on the environment.

Our values
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Our values

We make our customers and employees aware of the sorting of all waste:

Kitchen (compost, recycling),

Restaurant (glass bottles, recyclable cardboard packaging, washable

napkins),

Rooms (recycled toilet paper, organic lemon and olive oil liquid soap),

Travel by small electric golf car within the estate for our customers.
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For your events, we provide you with in a peaceful, elegant and large

bright heated room, whose view is open to the surrounding  nature :

1/2 day : from 80€ 

OR

per day : from 160€

Hotel & cottage : capacity of 27 beds from 1105€

Offers - Privatising 

Groups - Wellness courses - Yoga courses - Company seminars -

Birthdays - Baptisms - Weddings - Receptions - Family reunions -

Welcome Pack
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-Tables and inns of France 

-Gault and Millau

-Ecotable (three macarons ecotables)

We are happy to highlight our know-how and our values through

these recognized references.

Recognitions and labels 
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lamaisondugasseau@gmail.com

02.53.96.72.33 

lamaisondugasseau.fr


